Workshop on Visualising Interconnections for Sustainable Development

Venue: Asia-Europe Foundation
Date: Saturday, 20 August 2016

9:00 – 9:10 Registration

9:10 – 9:20 Welcome Remarks
Ms Sunkyoung LEE, Department Acting Director, ASEF

9:20 – 9:40 Introduction to the Workshop
Ms Dara LEE, Project Officer, ASEF
Ms Sadaf ANSARI, Lecturer, RVRC

9:40 – 9:55 Ice Breaker

9:55 – 10:20 Getting Started with Creating Projects
What makes a good project in the field of sustainable development? This session will provide input on how to create impact, while taking into account challenges in implementing projects on the ground.

10:20 – 11:30 Project Incubator – Working Groups
Persistent issues in sustainability can be understood through elements of a system and their interconnections. Groups will choose a sustainability issue to address by identifying key driving factors and looking at constraints that block the successful implementation of new solutions.

11:30 – 12:00 Presentation of Working Group Findings (Elevator Pitch: 5 mins each group)

12:00 – 13:00 Lunch Break

13:00 – 13:30 Visualising Interconnections in a System
Visualising system elements helps to visualise the interconnections between them and allows for the identification of leverage points for change.

13:30 – 14:30 Working Groups on Interconnections & Project Plans

14:30 – 15:00 Plenary: Feedback Session & Follow up

15:00 – 15:15 Closing Remarks
Representative from Ridge View Residential College
Representative from ASEF